
Potential 
Energy 

Kinetic 
Energy 

POTENTIAL ENERGY—‖Stored  
Energy‖ (an object is not in motion) 
 
 
KINETIC ENERGY—‖Motion 
Energy‖ (an object that is in motion.) 

STATIC ELECTRICITY 
Atoms—tiny material within all objects.  Within atoms 
are  protons (+ charge), electrons (- charge), and     
neutrons (no charge) 
 
Rubbing together certain items causes static electricity. 
 
Static electricity in the clouds is seen as lightening. 

CURRENT ELECTRICITY—continuous flow of electrons 
 
CIRCUIT—the path of electric current 

 
OPEN CIRCUIT—does not allow      
electricity to flow (like and open bridge) 
 
 
 
CLOSED CIRCUIT—allows electricity to 
flow (like a closed bridge) 
 
 

CONDUCTORS—materials that allow electricity to pass 
through such as metal (wires) 
 
INSULATORS—materials that DO NOT allow electricity to 
pass through such as rubber, plastic, and wood 

 
 

 
PARALLEL CIRCUIT—has more than one 
pathway so that if one light goes out, the 
other circuit light stays on 

 
SERIES  
CIRCUIT—Has 
only one path.  If 
one light goes out, 
they all go out.  

The copper 
wires are  

CONDUCTORS 
to carry the 
electricity 

through the wire  

The rubber or 
plastic around 
the wires are 

INSULATORS 
so that it is safe 

to touch the 
wires (and no 

fires get 
started!) 

POSITION—described by the relative location of another 
object.  Tracing and measuring an object’s position over 
time can describe its motion. 
 
SPEED—Describes how fast an object is moving 
 
FORCE—Any push or pull that causes an object to stop, 
change speed, or direction. 
 
FRICTION—The resistance of motion (often creates HEAT) 
 
The greater the force, the greater the 
change in motion.  The bigger the ob-
ject, the less effect a force will have 
upon it. 
 
Electrical Energy can be transformed 
into heat, light, or mechanical energy. 

Electricity causes the small 
metal in a light bulb to heat up 
and give off light (heat and light 

energy) 

Electricity 
causes the 
blades to 

turn 
(mechanical 

energy) 

MAGNETISM 
Certain metals such as Iron, Nickel, and Cobalt are magnetic 
 

ELECTROMAGNET—a non-permanent magnet  
created by wrapping a wire around certain iron  

materials (nail).  Discovered by Michael Faraday. 
 
MAGNETIC POLES—The strongest point on a 
magnet (usually North and South) 
 
MAGNETIC FIELD—the lines of force extended from the poles of a 
 magnet in an arched pattern showing where the magnetic force occurs. 
 

 
When you put magnetic poles together… 
 
Like charges REPEL (push against) 
 
Opposite charges ATTRACT (come together) 

FAMOUS SCIENTISTS 
  
Michael Faraday—Invented the electromagnet 
which is a non permanent but powerful magnet. 
 
Benjamin Franklin—Discovered lighting 
(electricity) during a kite and key experiment. 
 
 
Thomas Edison—Inventor 
of the light bulb 
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